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Abstract
Previous works by the authors[Wei et al., 2003;
2004] have developed a simple bearing-only con-
trol law for a mobile robot with demonstrated con-
vergence to a unique final pose and orientation.
Here, we use a time-varying weight strategy to first
draw the robot towards a known “good” starting re-
gion and then a second set of weights is used for
docking. This strategy allows the robot to dock
successfully from a wider range of initial positions.
Experimental results demonstrate the method and
show an unexpected bonus: the docking accuracy
achieved is significantly better than the previous ap-
proaches.

1 Introduction
The general problem of stabilising the pose and orientationof
a mobile robot is a key problem for mobile robotics. Given
limited on-board energy storage, docking for recharging is
vital for long-term operation of the robot. There are also a
wide range of more general problems for which pose stabil-
isation is a necessary building block. It is clearly desirable
to have a simple and effective method for docking. A num-
ber of recent works have considered biological examples and
biologically-inspired control laws for docking. In particular,
the desert antCataglyphis bicoloris capable of navigating
with pin-point accuracy to find its way home after travelling
thousands of times its own body length[Wehner, 2003]. Ex-
periments with honey bees have studied homing behaviour
in detail [Collett et al., 2002; Cartwright and Collett, 1983]
and proposed asnapshot modelto explain the observed be-
haviour. A simpleraverage landmark vectormodel has also
been proposed, which delivers similar performance with a
more compact representation[Lambrinoset al., 2000]. Ana-
log hardware implementations lend credence to the average
landmark vector model as a biological system[Möller, 1999;
2000].

The average landmark vector model uses a unit vector to
denote the bearing information of each landmark. The aver-
age landmark vector is formed by averaging the unit vectors

pointing towards each landmark. The average landmark vec-
tor at the homing position is stored and used while homing.
The stored vector is repeatedly compared with the current av-
erage landmark vector, and the difference results in a velocity
vector. This velocity vector has been proven to give stable
convergence to the home position[Lambrinoset al., 2000].
An Improved Average Landmark Vector model (IALV) was
proposed[Usheret al., 2002a; 2002b], which employs the
bearing feature as well as range information (which is ab-
sent from the original ALV model). This model was used
to drive an experimental mobile tractor[Usheret al., 2002a;
2002b], demonstrating that the IALV model can be used for
successful homing. However, the IALV model requires the
use of a compass to estimate the vectors to the landmarks in
the global reference frame.

Previously, the authors have used a variation of the aver-
age landmark vector model, with a focus on trajectory shap-
ing for docking [Wei et al., 2003; 2004]. In docking, we
wish to control the final orientation, as well as the position.
The average landmark vector model (as well as the IALV
model) offers weak control over the final orientation and lit-
tle or no control over the direction of approach. By con-
trast, the previous work by the authors[Wei et al., 2003;
2004], exploited the singularity near a landmark to create a
directional “valley” in the cost function which ensured strong
control over approach direction and final orientation. This
is most appropriate for docking and achieves high accuracy
(≈ 1cm). However, a weakness of this approach is that, for
starting conditions behind the docking station, trajectories
can require sharp turns which the robot cannot execute.

Hence, we extend the previous work[Wei et al., 2003;
2004] to a Weighted Landmark Vector model, which permits
changes to the contributing weights of landmarks so that more
control can be exerted over the trajectory shape. The basic
idea is to initially draw the robot to the centre of the room
and then switch to the final, docking set of weights once the
robot is in a more appropriate starting position. Section 2
briefly analyses the properties of the average landmark vec-
tor model, followed by a discussion of relevant cost functions
in Section 3. Section 4 describes the Weighted Landmark
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Figure 1: Model of unicycle-like vehicles. Frame〈g〉 is a
global, fixed frame while〈b〉 is attached to the body of the
robot.

Vector model and the proposed control design and analysis.
Finally, Section 5 presents simulated results for the weighted
landmark vector model.

2 System Model
The kinematic model for the mobile robot dynamics consid-
ered throughout this paper is that of a non-holonomic unicy-
cle [Casalinoet al., 1994]. Let 〈g〉 denote the global frame
andξ (t) = (x,y)T denote the reference point of the unicycle
in 〈g〉. The orientation of the unicycle,θ , is given by the an-
gle between the vehicle direction and thex-axis of 〈g〉. The
kinematics of the unicycle are







ẋ = ucos(θ)
ẏ = usin(θ)
θ̇ = ω

(1)

whereu is the linear velocity of the vehicle andω is its angu-
lar velocity (Fig. 1).

The linear velocity of the vehicle is denotedv =
u(cos(θ),sin(θ))T . It is useful to consider the related holo-
nomic kinematics

{

ξ̇ = v
θ̇ = ω (2)

where v ∈ ℜ2 is an arbitrary velocity input in the global
frame. Most of the initial work in the field of average land-
mark vectors has been implemented for holonomic control of
mobile robots.

2.1 Average Landmark Vector Model

The sensor information available to the mobile platform con-
sists solely of bearing angles to landmarks in the environment
that can be identified by the mobile platforms sensor systems,

measured relative to a body-fixed reference frame. In the ex-
perimental work discussed in Section 5 we use a panoramic
camera to determine bearings to visual targets. A landmark
vector is defined as the unit vector pointing in the direc-
tion of a landmark, expressed in the body-fixed frame of the
robot mobile platform[Möller, 2000; Lambrinoset al., 2000;
Hamel and Mahony, 2000; 2002]. Suppose that in the fixed,
global frame〈g〉 there aren, (n ≥ 3) landmark pointsξi =
(xi ,yi), (i = 1,2, ...n). Assume additionally that the landmark
points are not co-linear. Let〈b〉 denote the body-fixed frame
which is attached to the vehicle with itsx-axis aligned in the
direction of robot motion and its origin at the reference point
ξ (x,y) (Fig. 1). In 〈b〉 the landmark bearings are expressed
as unit vectors:

pi(ξ ,θ) = R(θ)T (ξi −ξ )

|ξi −ξ |
(3)

whereR(θ) is the rotation from〈b〉 to 〈g〉 defining the orien-
tation of the unicycle.

R(θ) =

(

cos(θ) −sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

)

. (4)

Note that the observed landmarks in〈b〉 are a function of the
state(ξ ,θ) of the unicycle.

Since the landmarks are expressed in the body-fixed frame,
they inherit dynamics from the ego-motion of the unicycle.
The linear velocity(u,0)T does not depend on the orientation
θ since the dynamics forpi(ξ ,θ) are written in the body-
fixed frame〈b〉. One has

ṗi(ξ ,θ) =

(

0 ω
−ω 0

)

pi −
(I2− pi pT

i )

|ξi −ξ |

(

u
0

)

. (5)

The average landmark vector(ALV) is defined to be
[Möller, 2000]

q = q(ξ ,θ) :=
n

∑
i=1

pi(ξ ,θ). (6)

We use the notation developed in the parallel work by Hamel
et al. [Hamel and Mahony, 2000; 2002] for image-based vi-
sual servo-control of flying robotic systems.

The kinematics of the ALV are given by

q̇ = ωATq−Qvb (7)

where

A =

(

0 −1
1 0

)

, Q =
n

∑
i=1

(I2− pi pT
i )

|ξi −ξ |
, vb =

(

u
0

)

.

(8)
The ALV is expressed naturally in the body-fixed frame of

the mobile platform. It is convenient to introduce a global
frame representationqg of q in the analysis of landmark fea-
ture vector properties. By construction,qg is independent of



the orientation of the unicycle and only depends on the rela-
tive position of the landmarks to the vehicle. Hence,

{

pgi(ξ ) = R(θ)pi(ξ ,θ) = ξi−ξ
|ξi−ξ |

qg = ∑n
i=1 pgi(ξ ).

(9)

The kinematics ofqg are
{

q̇g = −Q(ξ )v
Dξ qg = −Q(ξ )

(10)

where

v = ξ̇ =

(

ucos(θ)
usin(θ)

)

(11)

is the velocity vector of the vehicle in the global frame. Note
thatQ(ξ ) is independent of the orientation of the robot.

3 Cost Functions
Following Möller [Möller, 2000] we define a potential func-
tion on Cartesian space by

U(ξ ) =
n

∑
i=1

|ξi −ξ |. (12)

The functionU(ξ ) is continuous but not always differentiable
on ℜn. In particular, the derivatives ofU(ξ ) are not defined
at landmark pointsξi . Nevertheless, it is easily verified that,
for non-collinear target ensembles,U(ξ ) is a strictly con-
vex function and consequently has a unique global minimum.
When well defined, the differential ofU(ξ ) is given by

DξU(ξ ) = −
n

∑
i=1

ξi −ξ
|ξi −ξ |

= −qg. (13)

The potential functionU(ξ ) provides a powerful tool in
analysing the performance of a stabilising control based on
the landmark feature vectorq [Möller, 2000]. However, in
order to compute the potential, one requires knowledge of the
landmark range relative to the frame of reference of the robot.
This information that is not available to an on-line controlal-
gorithm without resort to a compass. It is convenient to in-
troduce an error functionφ(ξ ) that can be computed directly
from visual information:

φ(ξ ) = |q(ξ ,θ)|2 = qTq = (qg)
Tqg, ξ 6∈ {ξi}. (14)

By constructionφ(ξ ) is independent of the orientation of the
unicycle. It can also be written in terms of the derivative for
ξ of the proposed potential functionU(ξ ) :

φ(ξ ) = |DξU(ξ )|2. (15)

Recalling Eq. 13 and 10, one has

Dξ φ(ξ ) = 2qg
TDξ qg = −2qg

TQ

= −2qg
TD2

ξU(ξ )

whenξ 6= ξi . That isQ(ξ ) = D2
ξU(ξ ) is the Hessian ofU(ξ ).

The structure ofφ(ξ ) is of considerable interest in the
development of control algorithms for both the holonomic
Eq. (2) and non-holonomic Eq. (1) system models. To pro-
vide a rigorous analysis we extendφ(ξ ) to landmark points
as follows

φ(ξi) = inf lim
ξ→ξi

φ(ξ ). (16)

The costφ is smooth on all points thatξ 6= ξi and discontin-
uous at each landmark pointξi .

Figure 2 shows the differences between the level sets of
the functionsφ(ξ ) and U(ξ ). Note that the level sets of
φ(ξ ) have a pronounced distortion close to each of the tar-
get points. This is due to the discontinuity in derivative ofthe
costU(ξ ) at these points. Although the discontinuous-nature
of φ(ξ ) adds to the technical complexity of the analysis, it
is particularly helpful in docking. In Figure 2 the minimum
point of the costU(ξ ) (and ofφ(ξ )) is close to the topmost
target point. It can be seen that the robot, which minimises
the costφ(ξ ), will first converge to the valley associated with
the stretched form of the level sets ofφ(ξ ) and then converge
towards the minimum. Indeed, in the limit as the minimum
approaches the target point the level set degenerates into asin-
gle direction. Consequently, the nature of the cost will natu-
rally lead to a control algorithm that achieves both positioning
and orientation control, since the direction of the trajectories
leading in to the optimum will determine the orientation. This
valley in φ(ξ ) and the resultant trajectory shapes are particu-
larly useful in designing control algorithms for docking ma-
noeuvres.

4 Weighted Landmark Vector Model

In the snapshot modeland ALV-like models, the landmarks
are labelled by unit vectors by assuming that all landmarks
contribute equally to the final vector. It appears that this
might not to be true for visual navigation of insects[Collett
et al., 2002; Lambrinoset al., 2000]. Drawing inspiration
from this, we propose that for visual homing of robots, one or
several landmarks may be more interesting than others. The
weighted landmark vector model permits adjustment of the
weights of the landmarks as needed. Here, we consider the
use of the time-varying weights for trajectory shaping. By
changing the weights of landmarks, the orientation and norm
of q is changed. Consequently the shape of the cost function
is controllable.

The proposed weighted landmark vector model inherits
characteristics from the average landmark vector model. Both
of them use only the bearing information of landmarks. From
the panoramic camera image, the bearing of each landmark
is determined, denoted by a unit vectorpi pointing from the
current location to the landmark location. Those unit vectors
are then multiplied by the landmark weightsαi(t) (Fig. 3).
The weighted landmark vectorq(x,y) is then computed by
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Figure 2: The level sets of|q|, cost functionφ(ξ ) and potential functionU(ξ ). (a) is the distribution of the value of norm ofq,
(b) is that of cost functionφ(ξ ) and (c) is the level set of potential functionU(ξ ).
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Figure 3: Diagrammatic explanation of the weighted land-
mark vector model. The direction to each landmarkξi is
represented by an associated unit vectorpi . The weighted
landmark vector is then the weighted sum of the unit vectors,
where each unit vectorpi is weighted byαi(t), a possibly
time-varying weight function.

summing all the landmark vectorsαi(t)pi .

q :=
n

∑
i=1

αi(t)pi(ξ ,θ) (17)

where αi(t) is the weight of feature of landmarkξi . The
weightsαi(t)(i = 1, . . . ,n) form a (possibly time-varying) set
of weights. The cost functionsU(ξ ) andφ(ξ ) are redefined
using the weighted landmark vector as above.

Note that a requirement for the WLV model is that we can
identify or distinguish between the landmarks. In practice,

this is not overly burdensome as relatively few landmarks are
used and, thus, identification is simple. For example, in our
experiments with two-colour blobs, one of the targets is sim-
ply placed upside down to distinguish it from the others.

As previously[Wei et al., 2003; 2004], the following body-
fixed frame control law is proposed:

v = q. (18)

This simple control design has the property that the costφ(ξ )
decreases along solutions of the closed loop system. For
implementation, the weighted landmark vector is computed
each iteration and is applied directly as the vehicle control.
Note that it is not necessary to use a compass to convert to
the global frame, unlike the IALV model.

For fixed values of the weights,αi(t), the weighted land-
mark vector model analysis proceeds much as in[Wei et al.,
2004]. The proofs can be extended in a straightforward fash-
ion.

4.1 Global Minimum

Lemma 4.1 [Lemma 3.2 in[Weiet al., 2004] ] Suppose that
there are n(n ≥ 3) landmark pointsξi(xi ,yi), (i = 1,2, ...n)
that are not co-linear. Consider the potential function U(ξ )
and the error functionφ(ξ ) on ℜ2. Then:

1. There exists a unique pointξ∗ in the convex hull of the
set of landmarks{ξi} such that

U(ξ∗) = min
ξ∈ℜ2

U(ξ ).

2. If ξ∗ 6= ξi , for i = 1, . . . ,n then

φ(ξ∗) = 0

andξ∗ is a local minima ofφ . Note that U(ξ∗) 6= 0.



3. If ξ∗ 6= ξi , for i = 1, . . . ,n then
{

|DξU(ξ∗)| = 0
|Dξ φ(ξ∗)| = 0.

4. If ξ∗ 6= ξi , for i = 1, . . . ,n then
{

D2
ξU(ξ∗) = Q(ξ∗) > 0,

D2
ξ φ(ξ∗) = 2Q(ξ∗)TQ(ξ∗) > 0.

Proof: Part 1 follows directly from the convexity of
U(ξ ). Givenξ∗ 6= ξi (i = 1, . . . ,n) thenU(ξ ) is differentiable
at ξ∗ and it is clear that|DξU(ξ∗)| = | − qg(ξ∗)| = 0. As a
consequenceφ(ξ∗) = 0 and|Dξ φ(ξ∗)|= |−qg(ξ∗)TQ(ξ∗)|=
0. This proves parts 2 and 3. To prove part 4, it is simply a
matter of computing the second derivative ofU andφ at ξ∗

D2
ξU(ξ )[η ,µ ] = −Dξ

(

ηTqg
)

[µ ] = µTQη (19)

D2
ξ φ(ξ )[η ,µ ] = −Dξ (2qg

TQη)[µ ] (20)

= 2µTQQη −2µTqg
T(Dξ Q[µ ])η .(21)

At ξ∗, qg(ξ∗) = 0 and the result follows.
Note that with appropriate choice of weights, the global

minimum can be arbitrarily positioned within the convex hull
of the landmark positions.

4.2 Convergence
In order to prove a full convergence result it is necessary to
show existence of the solutions of the closed-loop system. To
deal with all points in the space we extend the vector fieldqg

onto landmark points using a limiting argument, as in[Wei et
al., 2004]. For a target pointξi define

qg(ξi) =

{

q̄g∗i(ξi) if |q̄g∗i(ξi)| > 1
0 if |q̄g∗i(ξi)| ≤ 1.

(22)

Note that the vector field obtained in this manner is not con-
tinuous at landmark points.

Lemma 4.2 [Lemma 4.1 in[Weiet al., 2004] ] Suppose that
there are n,(n≥ 3) landmark points. Letξ∗ denote the global
minimum ofφ(ξ ) (c.f. Lemma 4.1) and H the convex hull of
the set of landmark points. Letξ (t) denote the solution to

ξ̇ = qg(ξ )

where qg is given by Eq. 9 and 22. For any initial condition
ξ0 ∈ ℜ2:

1. The solutionξ (t) exists∀t > 0 andξ (t) ∈ H.

2. The solutionξ (t) is asymptotically stable toξ∗. That is
ξ (t) → ξ∗ as t→ ∞.

3. If ξ∗ is not a landmark point, the solutionξ (t) is locally
exponentially stable toξ∗. That is,

∃δ ,σ ,ρ > 0, ∀ξ0 ∈ H, |ξ0−ξ∗| < δ ,

|ξ (t)−ξ∗| ≤ ρe−tσ
.

The proof for the weighted landmark vector is a straight-
forward extension of the proof contained in[Wei et al., 2004].

4.3 Weight Switching

As outlined above, the extension of the earlier work presented
in [Wei et al., 2004] to weighted targets is quite straightfor-
ward. Now we wish to extend to time-varying weights, in
order to achieve desirable docking trajectories. Clearly,for
arbitrary time-varying weights, we cannot guarantee conver-
gence. However, we can propose a weight-switching regime
where an initial set of weights draws the robot to the centre
of the room and the second set is used for docking. Given
Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 above, we know that the trajecto-
ries are convergent for each phase of this two phase scheme.
In practice, we wish to vary the weights in a continuous man-
ner to achieve smooth trajectories that are easier for the robot
to follow. It is also intuitively clear that, for trajectories well
away from target points and relatively short switching times,
the resultant trajectories will be well-behaved.

5 Simulations and Experiments

5.1 Landmark Weights

To control trajectory shape, as well as the final homing ori-
entation of the robot, a time-varying weight strategy is pro-
posed. Defineαi, j(i = 1, . . . ,n) as the jth weight set of the
landmarks. Initially, the mobile robot will be driven towards
the middle of the convex hull using the first weight setαi,1.
Then, once the robot has been centred and is in a good po-
sition to complete the docking manoeuvre, a second set of
weights,αi,2, is phased in. The second set of weights is de-
signed to drive the robot to the docking position. Mathemati-
cally, we write

qs(t) =
n

∑
i=1

αi(t)pi (23)

αi(t) = αi,1(1−∆(t))+αi,2∆(t) (24)

∆(t) =























0, t < t0

t−t0
Tswitch

, t0 ≤ t ≤ (t0 +Tswitch)

1, t > (t0 +Tswitch)

(25)

where t0 is the moment whenq(t) = qthresh and Tswitch is
the switching period.αi,1 andαi,2 are the sets of landmark
weights in stage 1 (t < t0) and stage 2 (t > t0 + Tswitch) re-
spectively. qthresh is a threshold used to determine when to
switch andq(t) is the same as defined in Eq. 17.

5.2 Simulations

Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the effect of using constant (but un-
equal) weights. By appropriate selection of the weights, we
can make the mobile robot converge to any location within
the convex hull of the landmark points. In Fig. 4(a), under
the constant weight control law, the trajectories converged to
a central position, far from landmark points. However, the
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Figure 4: Simulations of trajectories using constant weights (the level sets of the cost function are also shown). (a): Simulated
trajectories when using constant weight set of [α1 = 0.7, α2 = 0.7, α3 = 0.4]. The set of weights makes trajectories converge to
a central zone of the convex hull. (b): Simulated trajectories when using [α1 = 1, α2 = 1, α3 = 1.25]. Trajectories converge to
a much closer area to the landmark 3. Notice that the shape of the convergence zones are different when using different sets of
weights. Also, note that in (b) trajectories approaching from the side of the docking station (the two rightmost starting points)
make an abrupt turn just before docking. The asterisks(∗) in the figure denote the starting points of the trajectories.(These
simulations use the same landmark configuration as that of the actual indoor experiments.)

orientation of the trajectories in the final positions is depen-
dent on the starting position (this is because the orientation
of our unicycle robot is determined by the final direction of
travel). Fig. 4(b) shows that, under another set of weights,tra-
jectories converged to the docking position which is close to
landmark 3. The trajectories converge within a narrower ori-
entation range, suitable for docking. Unfortunately, those tra-
jectories coming from behind landmark 3 turn too sharply as
they are very close to the docking position. This turn causes
problems in controlling the final orientation and, furthermore,
the robot may not be able to turn so sharply. This sharp turn
has motivated the use of time-varying weights and the strat-
egy of first moving the robot towards the centre of the room
and then performing docking.

Fig. 5 shows the simulation results employing the proposed
weight-switching strategy. Initially, the trajectories all con-
verge to a central zone, far from any landmark point. Then,
using the proposed time-varying weight function, the second
set of landmark weights is phased in smoothly. Finally, tra-
jectories converge to the final docking position, using the sec-
ond set of weights. Smooth trajectories can be seen from the
simulations in Fig.5. The final orientation of trajectoriesdis-
tributed within a narrow angle range.

5.3 Experiments
To verify the weighted landmark vector model experimen-
tally, it was implemented on the ANU XR4000 robot (see
Fig. 7). Bi-colour targets are used for easy visual recogni-
tion, as can be seen in Fig. 7. A panoramic camera (at the top

of the robot in Fig. 7) is used to capture omni-directional im-
ages. An example image is shown in Fig. 8. A relatively sim-
ple visual processing algorithm is then be used to determine
the positions of the blobs in the image. The blob positions
then directly give the unit vectors representing the landmark
directions (Eq. 3). Note that no unwarping of the image is
required and that no coordinate transformation is necessary,
since the centre of the camera (and, hence, the centre of the
image) is located at the robot coordinate frame (the centre of
the robot).

Colour blob detection or segmentation has a long his-
tory of research and there are many papers and research re-
sults (e.g.[Duda and Hart, 1973; Soille, 2003; Russ, 1995;
Darrelet al., 1998; Grangeet al., 2002]). But most of meth-
ods or algorithms mentioned in these papers are somewhat
complicated or computationally expensive and focus detec-
tion of a single colour. In this article, we use a straightfor-
ward algorithm which gives good recognition reliability and
is faster.

To give some measure of invariance to illumination, we run
our blob detection process in the YUV colour space rather
than RGB space. Although in YUV space the result could
still be influenced by variations in illumination, currently it’s
robust enough. If required by further research or application,
we can easily shift our work to another more robust colour
space (e.g.[Mintenet al., 2001]).

The blob detection consists of three steps:

1. Thresholding The first step in the image processing is
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Figure 5: Simulation result using the proposed weight-switching strategy. The sets of weights used are the same as for Fig. 4
(a) and (b), namely initial set: [α1,1 = 0.7, α2,1 = 0.7, α3,1 = 0.4] and final set: [α1,2 = 1, α2,2 = 1, α3,2 = 1.25].
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Figure 6: Experimental results showing the trajectories for 20 executions of the two-phase approach to docking, from different
starting poses. Note how the robot is pulled to the centre of the room initially and then switches to the docking phase.



to threshold the input images from the camera to give
a trinary image. Two thresholds are used; one for each
colour of the target. Thus each pixel is given three possi-
ble values: background, target colour 1 or target colour
2.

2. Blob Extraction Next, to eliminate most of the noise
points and erroneous blobs, we repeated “grow” and
“shrink” the blobs. This process is also known as di-
lation and erosion[Soille, 2003]. This helps to reduce
disturbances from noisy pixels.

3. Centroid Computation Finally, we group the non-
background pixels into blobs. Each blob is then checked
to see that it is approximately half target colour 1 and
half target colour 2. Blobs with incorrect ratios of the
two colours are rejected. The centroid of each valid blob
is extracted to give the target position which is used by
the controller.

Fig. 6 shows the experimental results for the proposed
weighted landmark vector model. The same weights used
for the simulations were used for the real experiments; ini-
tial set: [α1,1 = 0.7, α2,1 = 0.7, α3,1 = 0.4] and final set:
[α1,2 = 1, α2,2 = 1, α3,2 = 1.25]. The switching threshold
used wasqthresh= 0.06 and the switching period used was
Tswitch= 10s. The experimental results again demonstrate the
initial convergence to a central zone, followed by successful
docking. Note that the simulated trajectories of Fig. 5 are in
close agreement to the experimental results of Fig. 6.

Fig. 9 shows a close up of the final poses and orientations
that the robot achieved. The standard deviation in the final
poses of the robot is 0.22cm in the globalx direction, 0.65cm
in the y direction and 2.6◦ in orientation. The deviation in
the x direction is slightly less than, and the deviation in ori-
entation is significantly less than the constant weight experi-
mental results achieved previously[Wei et al., 2004]. In [Wei
et al., 2004], thex standard deviation is 0.38cmand the ori-
entation standard deviation is 6.4◦. The improved docking
accuracy can be explained by the better starting positions for
the final docking phase.

In summary, both the simulated trajectories and experi-
mental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
weight-switching method in achieving high accuracy dock-
ing from a wide range of initial conditions. The experimental
results are particularly impressive, given that a low-costand
relatively inaccurate panoramic camera is used as the sensor.

6 Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, a novel Weighted Landmark Vector model was
proposed. It is derived from biomimetic models of visual
navigation in insects. Using the weighted landmark vector
model, a control algorithm for mobile robots was developed.
Simulation and experimental results demonstrate the power
of the weighted landmark vector model, in that it allows shap-
ing the trajectories that the robot follows. Here, we have

Target

Nomad XR4000

Figure 7: ANU XR4000 robot used for the experiments, with
omni-directional camera on top.

Figure 8: An example image from the omni-directional cam-
era.

avoided the sharp turns near the docking station (Fig. 4(b)),
while converging with the final docking position and orien-
tation well controlled. In fact, the proposed method achieves
better docking accuracy than previous works.

Note that, despite the complexity of the analysis in Sec-
tions 2 and 5.1 above and in[Wei et al., 2003; 2004], the
implementation of both the average landmark vector model
and the weighted landmark vector model is straightforward,
requiring little computation. In fact, with the use of the
panoramic camera, there are not even any coordinate trans-
formations required. Perhaps the low computational require-
ments are unsurprising since the approach has been inspired
by the apparently similar models used by ants[Wehner, 2003]
and bees[Collett et al., 2002; Cartwright and Collett, 1983].
However, it is gratifying to be able to prove mathematically
and experimentally that a biomimetic model is applicable to
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Figure 9: Final pose and orientation distribution for the tra-
jectories shown in Fig. 6. Note that the method achieves high
accuracy in the sideways direction as well as high orientation
accuracy, which are both important for docking.

man-made systems, such as robots.
One interesting outcome of the Weighted Landmark Vec-

tor model is that it permits arbitrary positioning of the global
minimum within the convex hull of the landmark points.
Thus, the use of weighted landmarks allows for use of natural
landmarks for convergence to an arbitrary position. However,
note that the valley we exploited here for docking exists only
in the vicinity of target points. Nevertheless, with a rich set of
natural landmarks (such as may be found in natural scenes),
one can imagine convergence or docking to arbitrary posi-
tions.

One final aspect of the results presented in this paper is
the information that may be inferred about biological sys-
tems from the artificial experiments conducted here. The pos-
sibility of this type of inference is an interesting aspect of
biomimetic robotics and permits development of hypotheses
about biological systems which are impractical to test in other
ways. One such hypothesis, arising from this work, is the the-
ory that biological systems may use a similar scheme of time-
varying weights for navigation over long distances where a
single set of landmarks is not suitable. When navigating over
longer distances, multiple sets of landmarks are necessarydue
to range limitations on sensors (usually visual resolutionlim-
its). It appears that bees reply on sequential sets of landmarks
for long-distance navigation[Menzelet al., 1996]. Given the
similarities between the average landmark vector model and
the observed behaviours of bees, it is possible that bees usea
method similar to the weighted landmark vector model pro-

posed here for switching between sets of landmarks. Unfortu-
nately, experiments to prove or disprove this hypothesis with
any degree of confidence are likely to be infeasible. How-
ever, the simplicity of the weighted landmark vector model is
appealing and the experimental demonstration with the robot
supports this hypothesis.
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